Return on Investment Dashboard
Displays the value of business generated from your digital marketing activities

Feature overview
Visually track your marketing spend and analyse your marketing funnel. See how many valuations and instructions
your digital campaigns are influencing, how much additional website traffic your campaigns are driving, and how these
metrics translate to potential monetary Return on Investment and business generated.

We couldn’t be without it, it’s as simple as that.
‘‘Without a doubt, contacting our past clients through BriefYourMarket.com is
keeping our brand in front of them. So they’re coming back to us naturally without
us having to step up our prospecting.

We know the number of people using our online valuation tool; how many people are coming into our
database; then we can contact them and keep them informed of everything that’s going on at Bradleys and
within the local property market.
The amount of additional valuations it is generating that are then converting to instructions and - in due
course - exchanges, is really surprising.
Even I’m surprised by how effective it is. We couldn’t be without it, it’s as simple as that.’’
Kai Logan, Marketing Director 
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Track the Return on Investment from digital marketing campaigns
The dashboard provides a concise overview of your marketing metrics for all emails, newsletters and automated
messages sent via BriefYourMarket.com.

Track your valuations and instructions
The dashboard displays the number of valuations and instructions that are generated from your digital campaigns.

These metrics are then matched against the contacts within your CRM system; clearly displaying where the business
has been generated from and providing a call list to follow-up with.

Displays a clear marketing funnel
Displays a real-time overview of your digital marketing activities. Select by date range to populate your marketing funnel.

The dashboard marketing funnel displays:

Marketing metrics by date range.
Total number of campaigns sent.
Total number of clients who have received your campaigns.
Total number of clients who opened your campaigns. 
Total number of website visits generated by your campaigns.
Potential Return on Investment.

Displays your campaign activity
Filter campaigns by emails, newsletters and automation, and order by date sent or engaged.

Displays the potential Return on Investment from each campaign type in the selected time period. 

Provides a summary of campaign activity, showing average email open rate, click-through rate,
call-to-actions received, and best time to send.

Displays top-performing campaigns based on opens and click-through activity.
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